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Empowering BANs through integrated Tools

PEEX® offers networks an integrated set of tools,…

TOOLS
- Online Application
- Investor/Partner Database
- Event Management Tool
- Reporting Tool

PROCESS
- Deal Sourcing
- Deal Screening
- Due Diligence & Negotiations
- Matchmaking
- Transaction

TOOLS
- Deal Flow Management Tool
- Virtual Data Room
- Deal Syndication
- Transaction Management

CRITICAL MASS required → Reason for PEEX®

…to leverage the potential and to create a common standard
Scale Effects through a clear Business Focus

PEEX® (Private Equity Exchange) fosters collaboration between various BA networks...

**Mission of PEEX®**

1. Empower
2. Standardize
3. Scale Global

**Local Networks**
- Trust building
- Local expertise
- Sector expertise
- Deal negotiations
- Quality filter for deals

**PEEX® Services**
- Infrastructure
- Compliance
- Deal syndication
- Payment handling
- Deal settlement

**Personal Interaction**

**Data Interaction**

...through a common set of tools and standard processes
Together we are strong
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